
High Precision Visual And Code Reading
Inspection System For Mechanical, Electronic
Processing
Specifications :

Brand Name Hanyi

Place of Origin Shanghai, China

Min.Order Quantity 1unit

Payment Terms T/T

Delivery Detail 5 days - 20 days

Packaging Details Standard export wooden case or carton box.

Detail Introduction :
  Visual and code reading inspection system

Application:
Vision camera inspection system, 300-200 million pixels, 16mm-100mm focal length lens, the camera
uses software tools such as image comparison, average gray tool, binarization tool to detect and
judge the third-phase information of the product, and the performance is reliable and stable.
High precision and stability, well-known international brands can be selected according to the actual
needs of customers.

Small size and highly concentrated hardware. No need to worry about complicated external hardware
when using, just select the required lens model.
Wide application occasions, can be applied to mechanical processing, electronic processing,
packaging, food and beverages, auto parts.
The operation interface is friendly, simple and practical. Very conducive to the operating environment
in the factory. At the same time, it supports remote viewing in IE browser, which reduces complicated
steps such as programming.
Integrating a new light source strobe controller, which can directly power up and control the light
source.
 
Detection and rejection:
The vision camera is installed in the inspection station. When the material arrives at the inspection
station, the photoelectric sensor triggers the vision camera to take pictures and inspect, and analyze
and compare in the internal system. If the bar code, character or clear pattern, it will be released,
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otherwise the unqualified product will be rejected by the rejection agency.

Auto-parts inspection
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Production date inspection
FAQ
1. Whats the lead time/manufacturing period for the labeling machine?
   10-25 working days.
2. Are you a trading company or a manufacturer?
   Factory with core technology.
3. Where is your factory located?
Shanghai, close to air port.
4. What is your MOQ?
  1unit.
5. Whats the payment term?
   T/T.
6. What about your after-sales support?
24 hours,timely response.
7. How do you pack the equipment?
  Standard export wooden case with CE mark.
8. If OEM is acceptable?
  OEM is acceptable.
9. Can you can design the equipment according to our size?
  Sure.We offer different solutions based on different requests.
10. Do you have detailed and professional installation manual?
Yes, we have detailed manual and will pre-set parameters for you.
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